The Design Studio Mag 2022 Awards are an international design competition recognising the world’s channel best projects, products, and ideas. It is inviting designers and design firms, post-secondary students enrolled in design and architecture programs and architecture photographers to participate.

You can submit your project in the following categories:

• Design
• Architecture
• Landscape Architecture
• Urban Design
• Experimental graphic design and video
• Student work
• Interiors
• Concepts and Renderings
• Photographers
• Environmental care award

All built work must have been completed on or before December 31, 2020. Products must be prototyped or in production. For Concepts entries, work must have been developed or presented for the first time in 2020. For Student work: any industrial design product, architectural structure, landscape, interior space or unbuilt/ unrealized concept developed by a student enrolled in a post-secondary design or architecture program in 2020.

Entries are juried by a multidisciplinary panel of industry experts.

Eligibility
Open to designers and design firms from all disciplines, post-secondary students enrolled in Design and Architecture programs, Architecture photographers.

Prize
Winner’s name and project viewed by thousands of Design Studio Mag readers and their networks. International exposure through media partners. Winners article and media kit disclosed on a distribution platform for specialist magazines. Social Media DSM 2022 Awards Badge for Articles and Post.